A quantum-electrodynamical description of the self-energy in which the interaction is propagated with the velocity of light instead of instantaneously gives rise to a modification of the photon propagator identical with the convergence factor. We discuss a physical meaning of the convergence procedure used in the electron self-energy calculation.
The self-energy of an electron is an old problem of electrodynamics. The quantum theory of the electron has put the problem in a critical state. In 1939, Weisskopf showed that the corresponding calculation in the positron theory of Dirac resulted in a logarithmic divergence of the electron self-energy [1] . In 1949, Feynman put forward an intelligible method of calculation in attacking this problem [2] . The fact that the integral is not finite is unavoidable, but it provides an intuitive way of arriving at the correct result with the aid of the cut-off procedure. The cut-off procedure is not unique and is adopted only to define the mathematics [3] . From the discussion of "action-at-a-distance" in classical electrodynamics, meanwhile, I have attempted to evaluate the self-energy in which the interaction is propagated with the velocity of light instead of instantaneously. The necessity of such an evaluation occurred to me on the assumption that action of a source should be explicable solely on the basis of its finite propagation velocity. I shall comment on the physical implication of the convergence factor.
Looking at the Feynman diagram for the self-energy, one sees at once that it describes steady-state interaction phenomena. The diagram represents both the instantaneous interaction of the electron with the Coulomb field created by the electron itself and the self-interaction due to the emission and reabsorption of a virtual transverse photon. We know, however, in classical electrodynamics that the Coulomb potential does not act instantaneously, but is delayed by the time of propagation. The description of the self-interaction as the reaction back on the electron of its own radiation fields is a classical notion in that it means a complete neglect of the velocity of propagation of action. From this point of view the Feynman graph illustrating the self-energy is unnatural. A physical description of time-dependent interaction necessitates a further effect.
What further effect can be assumed in the Feynman diagram without violating the established thought? Perhaps the vacuum polarization is an illustration. It fits in naturally with the physics of the situation.
If the photon virtually disintegrates into an electron-positron pair for a certain fraction of the time, the electron loop gives an additional e 2 correction to the photon propagator through which an electron interacts with itself. The modification of the photon propagator is then the replacement
where the iǫ prescription is implicit. The polarization tensor Π µν is written as the sum of a constant term Π(0) for q 2 = 0 and terms proportional to (q µ q ν − δ µν q 2 ). The leading term Π(0) is a positive, real constant that depends quadratically on the cut-off Λ. In the limit q 2 → 0, the q 2 term is absorbed into the renormalization constant. Keeping only the leading term, we see that (1) reads approximately
where we have used the operator relation (A − B)
where the iǫ prescription is again implicit. It becomes evident that the additional electron loop gives rise to a modification of the photon propagator identical with the convergence factor considered in connection with the divergent self-energy integral. This finding may be regarded as furnishing support for the validity of the additional effect which has been taken as necessity. In fact, Weisskopf calculated the selfenergy of an electron according to the positron theory in which the presence of an electron causes a static polarization in the distribution of the vacuum electrons. By interpreting Λ 2 as Π(0) we can incorporate the qualitative argument according to the positron theory in the Feynman method of calculation. We can then see how the convergence factor makes the self-energy expression consistent with the physical standpoint.
There have been many arguments that explain why the quadratically divergent constant Π(0) must be discarded [4] . They essentially say that the formalism must be set up in such a way that the observed photon mass is strictly zero. Even though any "honest" calculation gives Π(0) = 0, at present, the way we compute the vacuum polarization is consistent with assigning a null value to Π(0) which leads to a nonvanishing photon mass. When viewed from the present point, however, one sees that the modification (3) amounts to the substitution of the value Π(0). Whenever the photon propagator is supplied with the convergence factor, it amounts to taking account of the closed loop contribution to the photon propagator. The existence of Π(0) has been disregarded in the discussion, but the appearance of the value is explicit in the practical calculation.
The consideration of the self-energy naturally leads to speculation about the vacuum polarization. A method of making Π µν convergent without spoiling the gauge invariance has been found by Bethe and by Pauli. Feynman has made a modification of the electron propagator analogous to the modification of the photon propagator. Looking upon the modification (3) as the effects of quanta of various masses, likewise, he has suggested taking the difference of the result for electrons of mass m and mass (m 2 + λ 2 ) 1/2 . That is if the closed loop, integrated over some finite range of p, is called −Π µν (m 2 ) and the loop over the same range of p, but with m replaced by (m 2 + λ 2 ) 1/2 is −Π µν (m 2 + λ 2 ), the modification
is then characteristic for the problem of polarization of the vacuum even though such a procedure has no meaning in terms of physically realizable particles.
Looking into this convergence procedure we can uncover its implication of great physical interest. In form and content (4) is identified itself as the translation in terms of the closed electron loop of the modification (3). The physical meaning of the translation (4) is not at all recondite. In fact, closed electron loop is a virtual process. It is not the closed electron loop but the vacuum polarization effect that is a real physical phenomenon. In a certain sense the closed electron loop is an artificial device to endow the vacuum with properties similar to a dielectric medium. For computational purpose it is necessary to regard the virtual electron-positron pair as existing part of time in the form of a virtual photon. The need for such a translation is clear on physical grounds.
The further effect that we have assumed for computing the electron self-energy is the vacuum polarization. It follows that the vacuum polarization is responsible not only for the charge renormalization but also for the mass renormalization. We are thus led to the result that the charge correction resulting from the vacuum polarization and the change in mass due to the self-energy diverge logarithmically both with the same cut-off, and their ratio contains approximately no dependence upon the cut-off.
